Changes between review and submitted versions of the Textile Museum Feasibility Study.
Comparing 14 May and 28 May drafts.

Listed by page number.

3. Added “Collecting Now Before It Is Gone” section to “Further Recommendations.”
4. Added Kessel History Center at Loray Mill to list of example museums.
5-6. Edits for clarity of language.
6. Clarification of phased work.
8. Added Wilson College of Textiles, NCSU.
22. Added that picnic spaces and facilities should not interfere with natural and/or industrial setting.
33. Added that picnic spaces and facilities should not interfere with natural and/or industrial setting.
45. Depot ineligible because of relocation from tracks, not specifically the site.
48. Added connections between trails systems.
50. Added bakery to list of local businesses.
56. Clarification of language: replaced “stabilization” with “rehabilitation.”
58. Added paragraph on digital strategy.
65. Added paragraph clarifying role of RHC through phases of development.
66. Added paragraph about “Collecting Now Before It Is Gone” to phased work plan.
67. Added mention of Herman Husband and land available adjacent to mill site.
68. Added mention of “Collecting Now” goal.